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The research program descrii ed in this review is aimed at

describing the properties of relativistic one-hadron systems

by an algebra of observables, in analogy to the non-relativistic

description of atoms. This formalism has recently been applied

to the leptonic and semi-leptonic decays of pseudoscalar mesons,

and was shown to be capable of predicting both the suppression

of strangeness changing decays and the value of the form factor

ratio 5 in K decay. A preliminary description of the leptonic

decays of hyperons indicates that second class matrix elements

are predicted as a consequence of a precise formulation of SUC3)

2
symmetry breaking. A x "fit to the experimental data indicates 

that this preliminary model is an improvement over the usual 

Cabibbo model, and points the Kay for further theoretical work.

It is hoped that this progran will lead to a model for the leptonic 

decays of hadrons which improves upon the results of the Cabibbo 

model and which explains some of the assumptions of that model.
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The subject of this report is particularly appropriate 

for this Symposium, as it represents an international collab

oration between members of the organizing committee. A 

number of years ago, A. fiarcia began analyzing the A-*p decay 

data from a very general viewpoint. He concluded from his 

study that this data did not really fit the theory well unless one 

included a pseudotensor contribution. Later, he extended his 

analysis to include all available hyperon semileptonic decay 

data, and he still found that second class contributions seemed 

to be required, in addition to the usual Cabibbo model assumptions. 

Meanwhile, A. Bohm had been thinking about the theoretical 

foundations of the Cabibbo model, and had concluded that, if one 

used a sufficiently general formulation, the Cabibbo model 

was only one of many possibilities. In particular, it would be 

the most natural possibility only if SU(3) were a symmetry, 

tinder more realistic theoretical assumptions, the Cabibbo model 

could not be true, and second class contributions would arise 

very naturally. On the other hand, these more realistic assump

tions c.in be specified in detail only by a careful examination of 

the experimental data. It is the co’'aborative effort to do this, 

by combining theoietical work at Tex<<= with phenomenological 

analysis m  Mexico, that I wish to describe today.

This w:rk is part of a larger program concerned with 

finding a description of the properties of one-hadron systems by 

an algebra of observables. This is an extension of the general 

ideas of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics into the relativistic 

domain, and would answer the question of the extent to which one 

can describe mass levels, decay rates and formfactors m  analogy

1. Introduction

to the description of energy levels and transition rates for 

atoms. One advantage of this approach is that one is investigating 

only the most essential a .•.sumptions, unencumbered by field theoreti 

apparatus, so that the theory is seen in its simplest and most 

transparent form.

Working in a quantum mechanical framework, the basic mathema

tical structure is an algebra of observables. For the description 

of one-hadron systems this algebra of observables is assumed to 

contain three basic ingredients: relativistic ir/’a: 1.1 ice, SU(3) 

classification, and V-A transitions. The principle aim of this 

research is to determine from the experimental data the 

relationships between these three ingredients. For example, if 

ose assumes SU(3) symmetry (i.e. £su(3), Poincare groupj - 0, 

a quantum mechanical analog of CVC, first-class transitions and 

Cabibbo universality, one reproduces the same results that are 

predicted by the usual Cabibbo model. One goal of our program 

is to find modivications of these additional assumpt.jns which 

will improve upon the C.ihibbo model. In the already completed 

t.iTl on K-ptonic and semi leptonic decays of pseudoscalar mc-ons, 

it was >-hown that replacing the Sll(3) symmetry group by a spectrum 

ucm-r.i! ins SUlJj leads to a prediction of the valui of the forn-

i ait nr ratio f. 1 f / f̂  . For the haryon case, the sane replace-
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aent leads to the prediction of a non-iero pscudotensor contribu

tion. Preliminary analyses show that this prediction con give 

a significantly butter fit to the available data than the Cabibbo 

model. Moreover, it appears that the precise specification of 

the SO(3) properties of the V-A transition operators will provide

.) furthei improvement in the fit.

In addition, there is hope that these assumptions will provide

an understanding of the Ckoibbo suppression. In the work on

neson decays it was seen that a suppression of strangeness

changing decays followed from a particular relation between V-A

and SU(5). One goal of this research is to determine whether the

:U)(3) properties of the V-A operators will provide the correct

suppression for borh neson and baryon decays.

3
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In the rclativistic quantum mechanical framework, the 

different hadrons (mesons or haryo5^s) aTC considered as different 

states of one physical system, and the mathematical image of

this physical system is /in algebra of linear operators (represent

ing observables) in the space nf physical states. This algebra 

must then contain the algebra of the Poincare Group * extended 

by C, P and T, the nlgcbra of SU(3), and eight vector and axial 

vector operators V ^ . A ^ 0 a*o,8,11,12,13. The problem which 

remains is then co find the algebraic relations between the opera

tor'' of these three substructures. For example, if one makes 

the following assumptions, the results of the usual Cabibbo model 

arc obtained:

(la) 'JIJfj! symmetry:

pu* 2. s 3 J  * 0 . [ W  *:»2, ± 3 J  ’ 0
where are SU(3) raising and lowering operators of V spin

and l1 •.[*:», respectively, P^ are the momentum operators for the 

hadron >v>tcn, and l.uuthe generators of the homogenious Lorent;

* Fci the baryons, an additional operator r„,  which furnishes the 
. nati:ve>. is needed. For simplicity, the Dirac representation
i l-.l»r.-n.-: -n.il > -mat rices) of the algebra is used here, although 
the states of a generali:ed Dirac representation ( -.-dim.Y)
i c ul J ij- !>c used. Since this representation space is just the 
b;>:icv of dilutions os' the Dirac equation, it will not be discussed 
further iic:e. See, e.g., Bohm and Mainland. Forts, der Physik 18

:ssii*'cn.

2. Theoretical Frametorl-



croup in the hadron subspacc;

(!!•) V* ami A^ art? first class;

(Ic) V° and a" are SU(3) octet operators; and

(Id) The transition matrix is

•* tv. '<’ lTi ?»>> -U(pv ) >' (1-VS) i’(pf) < O ’ 1»IAI r. »

when- the transition operator in the hadron space 11̂  i*. Riven by

II. - gjcos ^ ( V ^ 1 • Auil) • sin 0c (Vu!Z • A j J)j

there are two objections to these assumptions that one would 

immediately oaKe. First, SU(3) symnetry is so badly broken that 

one would not expect (la) to he even approximately valid. Second, 

the oripin of the Cabibbo angle -i in (Id) is not known. In this 

research prof;rnc, codifications of the above four assuoptions are 

being sought which will answer these objections, as well as 

provide better ajtreement with the experimental data.

Since SUT3) is not a eood symmetry, i.e.,

[ V e5:.sj ]

s

one should <eeK a replacement for assunpiion (la). The 

replacement vhich we .ire considering i> the >irjj-Sc>; 

general iration of (la), namely ; h--,t suggested by . *erle:

‘2»> [ K -  ' 0

vherc I* :hc 4*vriocitv operator:

(i) P * m ’ 1 l> • (PI*0 ) PV !l O u

Under litis asstiapt ion, thr SU{') will he called a *pcctrun generating 

urntiji .ij. this SU(3) is only assumed to classify the hadrons, but not to 

hr -i syrjiclry group, anJ will he <!rm>(ed SDf.Sjj . r»i IIM, ei.e I .‘:ett 

~ake< she obvious modification

Cb) V*. A^ are first cl.«>% with respecl to SII(Jij.

Cj

A »'tr detailed formulation of ibis .i<.->uispt ion K  that 

H a) V* and A'* have a definite property under tier inversion.
it W

At  V6 A- • < ( ;.) VC
I i* I I*

At  A* At >. c(u) A?; C(M) • 2iw -l

atiii

(•ibi V9 and Aa arc flcrntiian octet operators with respect to

the spectrum generating SU(3)<-« and the charge cocponent V* *i; *i
O 1 S
V • -!•» V describes the elect ro«sai;ne( >c tntcrac t ion.* \ > i*

!iir assunpt sons (Ja) and C b )  predict the existence of

contributions which are second class in the usual sense and which

are proportional So the difference of Shr initial- and t ina 1 r

hadron n*'se*. F»r the me*on decays, the existence of • se-

,or,d * l a "  contribution expressed by a non-iero value of thr 

 ̂II M}'
i'-tf.: u-'.i'? ratio f * f f ( , i» decay. This prediction 

folic,.* t r <>=■ f^a> and C^i, and i ■* to a larce extent indepen

dent i-t the other a^siinpt lcn>. !: folio** in the following kJi'
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Instead of using the matrix eleoent

(5) •-';i>-:vii'2|p1K* ' - (.’<i:\-2.i.0) <f. \p**p)it • f.”0K(p*-PJU )

wlicrc C{K , 1 in tho Sit(31 Clebsch Cordan coefficient, one

uses the n.itrix element

(6) •-:r'iv'-’ ip, k‘> • cu\ -:. -C)(r,(f>'-f>)s. • t . (t» * - f  J w )

vhere are eigenvectors of P .

Thf essential distinction between (5) anil (6) is that the 

f .irr functions of the nosenta and arc therefore nol SU(3) invariants, 

whereas the F arc functions of the 4-velocttio* and ajc therefore

, * W t
under .is*.>.ir,}'t lor. Ca) functions of • (P'-fl)' * 2- jj-r----  :nd

K *
Stic3 ; ::‘v.ir:.infi. The first class condition with respect to 

SI’ f ■* < t , reijiK rrnent (;b). leads then to F p -» o. If this is

c^pi .'i-.: :r. terns of f. ^ and l, * one obtains

•’ •. ■ 1:___ "f. * -0. 5-- ( ’ *• » ~k !■-, («-')

* r.K »K P.

ri.;< :s sn act c<‘.~.cnt with the ru.iori:. Ihe et ir-rtiix 1

8

The suppression of strangeness-changing decays as n con

sequence of synmetry breaking, and therewith an "explanation" 

of the l.’ahibbo angle, can also be obtained in this approach 

(when (^a) is valid instead of fla) ). The predicted suppression 

depend- upon the relationship between V-A and the Poincare group.

As Mtfflpt ion ilc) appears to be good ir. the xymr.etry limit,

*o a natural gener .iiation for a spectrum generating SU(3)p 

would be

(2c) V® and a“ are SU(3)(. - octet operators,

where and A® are operators which become equal or proportional 

to v" and Aa in the symmetry limit. l:or example, it may be that
W »•

v's! ■ { V M)> '■“} v“ ■ V M>

where and ®rc functions of the mass operator such

!hat \ ̂  .mil A^ do not vanish in the synmetty limit.

lor the Bf>on decays, the suppression is obtained as follows: 

■V.i-tcaii of aSMir.snp Cabibbo tiniversa!it)', one assumes a higher 

univi-is.ility usirti: only one weak coupling constant. Then one takes



instead of fid) the ansatz

»A “ *a.t?.±2 (Vt * *?>

In this ease, (2c) is assumed with

K - and K ■
where and A® ai» SU(3)g - octet operators. The Cabibbo 

suppression is then expressed in terras of the suppression ‘actor

S, (corresponding in the usual treatment to f f (0) tan 0„),
3

which is found to be

m m.. * m
si ‘ -y- -- - “ °-183

:  mK mn m*

v;hen 0y(M) = 1, for example, and

S = °\i » 0 . 2 8 3

3 raK

when 0V (M) = M 1 . The experimental value is 0.224. These examples 

serve to illustrate the manner in which the suppression may be 

obtained.

The extension of thy above to the case of baryon semilcptonic

decays is done as follows: As a consequence of (2a). the

matrix elements of Va and Aa for the decay n-»a£\> aTe u u

10

,.aBa'
(8) , a ' ,u '! o , o.P1 - U{p*,o‘HO"*"* YpY5»f,2

,n6a *

where q * (p-p) ■ “Jj- - ĵ r and

(9) h*ea (q2)
Y-F.II

C.'y ;u ,0,'J ' ) fJY ’ (q“)

with a similar expression for the G^, where C(Y,t»,0,a') are the 

F- and U-SU(3) Clebsch Gordan coefficients and the F ^  and G ^ V  

are formfactors which are SU(3)E invariants under assumption (2a).

As a consequence of the first class condition, assumption (2b) 

it follows that F ^ »  0 and the F ^  may be expressed in terms of 

the proton and neutron magnetic moments. From (2b) one also oH- 

tains

(10) « 0 F̂ °^ . 0

- 0 G ^ D) = 0

l * F < « . g |y ) , g *y)

The usual formfactoTs f?-30 and g ^ "  ennnot '>e written in

the form (9) because their SU(3) dependence is nrj given by onlv

the ( tebsch Gordan coefficients, as they also depend upon the

S U(M quantum numbers through the masses. One can cxprc^t~ the^r

non-invariant formfactors f.U®u and p ”*®n in terms of the SU(3),l r’ i I



invariant formfactors, anil obtains:

(U) '
y °f ,d

C(y ;a, 8 ,a ') 2m m 
a a

(12) fr4Sa'-i>v “ y = F,I) (>V+n’a) ,;2V)

c<«]

(15) g“Sa' - 4>“’a V  C(Y ;aeo--| Cm ,-m )
Y'p.o

(lbl * T '  * *a'y-f‘,I> * *a > G3Y)

The factor? a and 1 are functions of the initial and final 
\ A

barvon masses, and depend upon the particular choices for assump

tion i 2c ' or the form of the operators O^.(H) and ()^(M). The 

factors to the right of the CG coefficients in (11) through (16) 

are due to assumptions (2a) and (2b). It should be noted in parti 

cular that according to (15) the pseudotensor contribution uill 

not necessarily vanish.

Cl 3) ra8a ’
‘5 C *V;ala | traa ,‘nla^ F2

• Cy )

(14)
a&a ‘ •)[g[Cy)

(c - m ,)
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3.) Comparison Wit.’- the Data

Ihe Cahibbo model has traditionally been tested by comparing 

it with the experimental values of the decay rates and the indirectly 

measured values of leading formfactor ratios. For example, the 

recent review by Kleinknect (l’roc. of the XVII International 

Conference on High Energy Physics, London 1974) includes a fit of 

the "experimental" gj / f j ratios and decay rates to the Cabibbo 

model (see his Table VI'l). Such tests have always been favorable 

for ihc Cabibbo model. However, these gj/fj ratios arc not measured 

directly; they are extracted from the experimental data under cer

tain theoretical assumptions, usually including the assumption 

that the second class term may be neglected. It would be pre

ferable to fit the formfactors directly to experimentally measured 

q antities, without making such assumptions. This has been done in 

recent years by A. Garcia. The results of his tests indicate that 

some deviations from the Cabibbo model seem to be present. In 

particular, his tests indicate that second clas^ terms appear 

to be fairly large.

(>.ii c i.i has calculated formulas which express the observed 

quant.ties (decay rates, asymmetries, and angular correlation coef- 

fjtientsi .Jirectly in terms of the formfactors f? ®a , g? ®a . By 

u ̂ : n n the so formulas in a \ -analys i s , the formfactors may be



fitted to all of the directly measured experimental data.

The rssults of such a test for the Cabibbo model arc

included in the Table. The test shown is the most favorable

one possible for the Cabibbo model, since it includes a q

dependence of the formfactors (see EbenhHh, *t al., 2. Physik

241 473(1971) for details). The fit is very loor, with a

2
confidence level of about H  (x * 31.3, = If). Moreover, 

cf the 1? iitted quantities, 5 are off by more than 1.5 

standard deviations.

That the Cabibbo model appears to fit the data poorly is 

not surprising from r theoretical point of view. In fact, it 

wculd be very suspicious if it were to fit exactly, because it 

can be at best an approximate model. Since the Kigner Eckart 

theorem for an SU(3) symmetry group is used, the formulas ob

tained (except for the normalization and phase space factors) 

contain the assumption that the mass differences vanish. In 

view of the SU(3) breaking, therefore, these formulas cannot be 

expected to be accurate.

The deviations from the Cabibbo model which seems to be pre

sent might be understood within the Cabibbo model as SU(3) symme

try breaking effects, as long as they are small. However, this 

does not appear to be the case. A detailed analysis of symmetry 

breaking effects has been begun by Garcia, using an expansion of 

Ademollo and Gatto which permits the introduction of small symme

try breaking corrections in a general way. This approach i in

dependent of the simplifying assumptions which have plagued the

13 14

theoretical symmetry breaking estimates. Garcia's study has 

shown that the deviations between theory and experiment cor

respond to large symmetry breaking corrections, which is mani

fested through the need for large induced pseudotensor form- 

factors. Another alternative would be to assume that symmetry 

breaking correcrir-. s are indeed small, and accept the exist

ence of genuine second class currents. This approach was 

also studied ty Garcia. His results msy he summerissd by 

saying that at present, the experimental situation suggests 

that either strong symmetry breaking effects or genuine se

cond class currents would be required in order to keep the 

Cabibbo model.

Although Garcia's analysis does not prove the existence 

of a large pseudotensor contribution, it would be hold and 

reckless to assume that it is small or absent (see, for example, 

Deiormi, Kubodener and Pho, Nuc. Phys. B66 (1973) 2S3, anil P.

H. Wilkinson, Nuc. Phys. 48B (1974) 169). The matter will also 

eventually be resolved by neutrino scattering experiments, but in 

the meantime sufficiently accurate decay data should become 

available to decide about the exisiance of the pseudotensor 

con t r lbution .

As v»e pointed out earlier, a consequence of assumptions 

(»a i and i .Y'i is that the pseudotensor contribution,



eq. (15), neetl not be zero. In order to check this predic

tion and the particular parameterization given by equations

(11) through (16), Garcia has included these formulas in his 

program, so that the SU{3) invariant formfactors F̂ ., may 

he fitted to the data directly. As a preliminary test, the

simplest reasonable assumption concerning the $ and $ . has
V A

been made, namely

JS

■ . I cc s  0„ A S - 0, , , ,  >u u . * a a  I c
C 1 A I sin aS-1

The results are shown in the Table, along with the experimen

tal data and a test of the Cabibbo model for comparison. The 

confidence level for the fit using the above model (with con

stant F , C ) is about 201 (n„ * 14, * 18.5), while that < < D
2

for the C.inlubo model (with q“ dependence) is only 11 (n^’lb,

1^*31.31. The inclusion of q^ dependence of the formfactors

! .mj i'i should increase the confidence level of the new fit. i l
!he poor confidence level of the Cabibbo tit comes in particular

from the value the e1ectron-spin asymmetrv coefficient in

-r.t-j a" 11 • Whereas for most of the fitted quantities, the* 0
Cabibbo fit gives values that are comparable with the values of 

our fit 'R the table, the Cabibbo fit value for a“

An accurate measurement of a~ n should, therefore, provide a

crucial test of these models.
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t a b l e

(Trans i t ion 

in 10 Jsec

rates are in 10T6sec
-1

except for n-»pev which

Process Experiment Fit Cabibbo Fit

n« pev rate 1.089*0.017 1.066 1.062

A-*pev " 3.16910.104 3.181 3.213

I *Aev " 0.252*0.059 0,282 0.290

£ ‘-/lev " 0.407i0.040 0 .470 0.481

f •*nei' " 7.301*0.270 7.288 7.050

- ' */lov 6.928*5.404 3.171 2.870

i‘-Aev " )
3 73 5* 1-206 
• - 1 .808

3. 692 3. 394

•V-puv " 0.64 31 0. 138 0.511 0. 531

i -»n^v " 3.012*0.289 2.945 3.285

np a
ev

»P

-0. 095i0.028 

-0.116*0.007

-0.110 

-0.124

-0.110

-0.122

rip i
V

1,001±0.038 0.986 0.987

!* A

l ' n 1 ev

-0.40 ±0.18 

0.28410.041

-0.505

0 . 302

-0.437 

0. 289

n »
c » • »

-0.127 -0.736

A p u 
‘ c 0.134i0.064 0.012 0. 019

An a 
' pv

0 .00710 .037 0.001 -0.0353

■p «, 0.83910.064 0.972 0.994

■p *p -0. 5261 0.070 -0.575 -0.602
,-fn
lJl 1 .091 gf = 1.114
r t m  
i -1.535 gf = -i.sio

“V  1
-21.864 -

-50.254

0.236 0.230

M
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